


 properties here in an effort to make honey. They ended up quite quickly feeding their
 hives with sugar and water, "because there was no point returning them to Muswellbrook
 as there was no where to  blossoms (with honey)  there   either."So they travel to and fro
 with sugar water for their poor bees.

Apart from this environmental issue of turning the agricultural and horse-breeding Bylong
 Valley into a Mining Valley, the other factors are also vital to consider. How on earth can
 the recommendation of  bodies such as the National Trust, and State Heritage, and other
 scientific consultants, be overlooked, overturned? They warn us  that there will be
 irrevocable damage to the landscape plus the loss of prime agricultural land, unique with
 its rural landscape of exceptional scenic value . How can all the advice like this be
 overlooked and overturned, without damaging the hope and trust of those on the ground,
 who KNOW,  who live here, and  have already experienced the degradation of land
 around the region from other mining.

Finally, we need to add that we understand that coal mining is being fazed out over time. I
 have personally met  twice with the Executive personnel of the KEPKO mine, and found
 them extremely charming, engaging and delightful. But they are ignorant of the Australian
 culture and their values are based on what their country back home wants. I understand
 that what they  have told me, us, are plans that do not really fit into our reality. E.G. The
 Mine will provide jobs for all these people who live in my home towns of Rylstone and
 Kandos. We believe in fact that this may not be realistic. Even if so, I fear for the  lives of
 all the wild life on the Bylong Valley Road which links us with the Mi ne site. Already it
 is a  road where there are constantly wildlife slaughtered and car and bike accidents  of
 huge concern.

Please,please,  don't let this Mine go ahead. There are other ways of creating jobs than
 digging up the Bylong VAlley.

Yours sincerely,

Sue, and Mike Pridmore

This Valley is  




